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In our contemporary Christian world, many voices claim the secret of a vibrant spiritual 
life. Paul Marshall boldly walks right into this zone. This is a book about a living, serious, 
disciplined relationship with God that calls us out of materialism, shallowness, and 
passivity. If you are hungry for something deeper, for “grown up” rather than “adolescent” 
spirituality and are willing to be challenged and examined, then this book is for you.

—Derek Morphew, Academic Dean of the Vineyard Institute 
and author of Breakthrough: Discovering the Kingdom 

In Barefoot Revolution, Paul encourages us to walk through life “barefoot”—available 
and ready for God—resulting in a life marked by both spiritual power and radical love. 
Exposing the counterfeits, Paul shows how to live a genuine life with God by finding a 
rhythm rather than merely following the rules. An inspiring and helpful book. 

—Mark Fields, Director of Global and Intercultural Ministry for Vineyard USA

Barefoot Revolution is a plucky, ruthlessly practical exposition of how to move from dry 
flatlands of spirituality to burning bush experiences fueled by God’s love. Paul Marshall, a 
missional pastor who has caringly washed people’s feet for two decades in one of Australia’s 
most ravaged cities, forges his words to bring about dynamic transformation for those 
desirous of finding God and blessing their neighbors.

—Robert L. Gallagher, PhD, Associate Professor of Intercultural Studies, 
Wheaton College Graduate School

Barefoot Revolution is a powerful book that covers the very basic tenets of Christianity in 
an encouraging yet challenging way. I can’t stress enough how important this book is for 
both new Christians and seasoned saints (and everyone in between).

—Kathi Macias, writer, speaker, and author of The 40 Day Devotional Challenge and 
Beyond Me: Living a You-First Life in a Me-First World

I can say with all honesty that Pastor Paul Marshall’s book, Barefoot Revolution, is one of 
only a handful of works that have actually helped me to go deeper with Jesus. It’s practical, 
personal, and challenging. Most of all, it’s the passionate cry from the heart of an author 
who wants Christ-followers to experience the embrace of God’s love in a more intimate 
way—and then to share that with a hurting, broken world. This book will constantly nudge 
you to leave behind “life as is” for a radical faith walk with a loving Savior who desires all 
of your heart.

—John David Kudrick, editor, writer, and consultant (www.johndavidkudrick.com) 



Paul tackles the perennial issue of Christianity without substance, and harnesses Christian 
thinkers historical and recent to call us to a hope and a future. He illustrates the enlivening 
principles of a life based on spiritual knowledge with many stories of such lives lived on 
his watch, reinforced with practical steps for implementation both in personal and church 
life. This book will not just inform you—it will inspire you to live, borrowing from Parker 
Palmer, “the life that wants to live in me.”

—Costa Mitchell, National Director of The Association of Vineyard Churches of South 
Africa and author of Giving Leadership: Taking Others with You on a Journey to Destiny 

Barefoot Revolution has important things to say about the fundamental challenges of 
Christian living,  rising above the ordinary, and never accepting the inadequate. It is both 
encouraging and challenging. The writing style abounds in colorful and arresting phrases 
that make you stop in your tracks and think.  There are frequent stimulating and thought-
provoking questions both for personal challenge and group discussion, and many an 
opportunity to stop and meditate on the glories of the grace of God. 

—Dr. Barry Chant, author and teacher, co-founder and founding principal of Tabor 
College, Australia, and author of Living in the Image of God

Barefoot Revolution is a very balanced look at the reality that a focused Christian life simply 
doesn’t “just happen.”   This book would be a real blessing to anyone who wants to get 
serious about following Jesus, and who is hungry for more.

—Thora Anderson, Associate Pastor, Vineyard North Phoenix

Paul Marshall’s book, Barefoot Revolution, speaks to a gaping black hole in Western, 
contemporary Christianity. It shows the way to a radical rediscovery of both the inward 
and outward life of a true disciple of Jesus.

—Rob Norman, Senior Pastor, Southland Church, Adelaide, Australia

Undergirded with life-giving theology and illustrated by practical experience, Barefoot 
Revolution sends a fresh and insightful call to dare to follow Jesus truly from the heart.

—Rick Williams, church planter, teacher, and coach

Paul Marshall’s new book, Barefoot Revolution, offers an important and rare blend of 
orthodoxy in discipleship and intimate and transformational fellowship with Christ—it 
will simplify and revolutionize your walk with Christ.
—Rev. Thom Gardner, President, Restored Life Ministries, Inc., and author of Healing the 

Wounded Heart: Removing Obstacles to Intimacy with God

Barefoot Revolution touches a nerve. With prophetic edge, Paul Marshall takes us beyond 
what is and shows us what should and can be. 
—David Macmillan, former missionary with WEC International, Bible teacher, and leader 

of Wingspan Prayer Equipping Ministry (www.wingspanprayer.org)
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To Bec: the most beautiful, pure-hearted person I know,
love of my life—you lift me higher.

To Eliza, Reuben, Meg, Alice and Judah: 
I pray you discover God’s love

and thrive in the footprints of Jesus—
I am proud of you and 

I love you no matter what.

To mum and dad: 
you have blessed me by your faith and generous love

in sunshine and shadows—I love you.



PART ONE
The Importance of 

a Spiritual Life



INTRODUCTION

Many Christians today experience the boredom and listlessness 
of spiritual exile, embracing the faith but feeling God is far away. If 
you feel that too, let me reassure you, you can find God again. This 
book will lead you on a transforming journey into God’s loving 
and powerful presence, so don’t give up on life-giving intimacy 
with him.

Your journey may be more positive, and having tasted some-
thing of God’s presence, you are now wondering how you can live 
consistently in the flow of his life and kingdom. How can you find 
the sort of spiritual depth, power, and fruitfulness you see in the 
Bible or witness in others? How can the presence of God be so real 
that it shapes and gives wings to your daily life?

Whether we are distant or hungry for more, God wants us to 
grow—to become more like Jesus by moving on from where we 
are now. He loves us too much to leave us there. And as with any 
journey, we can only move forward from where we are right now. 
Where are you?

In God’s grace, things are clear even if we aren’t yet where we 
want to be. But spiritual exile is all muddle. If you are there, in such 
a muddle, you might believe God loves you, but not experience his 
love to displace your fear and guilt, heal your wounds, empower 
your life, or bless you with passion for life. God is effectively 
silenced and dethroned from our lives when we are in spiritual 
exile. His song in us ceases, hope withers, and our hearts 
are broken. We maintain appearances but live in a spiritual 
“flatland”—a dull, lifeless spiritual place devoid of loving intimacy 
with our Father.
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We might engage in Christian activities but we are not con-
scious of the presence of God. The God-stories we tell mostly 
belong to someone else, reinforcing the sense that God only visits 
and works through others. Life’s not all bad but we are inwardly 
dry and quietly desperate. Like the exiles by the rivers in Babylon, 
we sing songs to God but, if we are honest, our songs are an empty 
echo from an empty heart (see Ps. 137:1).

Do You Have a “Spiritual Life”?
Now before we resign ourselves to squashed hopes and 

unsatisfied hunger, we should ask an important question: Do we 
actually have a “spiritual life”?

I don’t mean spiritual activities such as prayer or Bible study. 
Are we developing a dynamic, transforming relationship with God 
that brings him pleasure and enlivens our soul? The spiritual life 
refers to the ways by which the Holy Spirit’s presence and work 
become real to us. It’s the difference between theological ideas and 
an arresting experience of God—“a sense of Someone there” or the 
real presence of God.1

Extraordinary encounters like Paul’s Damascus Road experi-
ence can happen, but most of the time our lives with God have 
genuine energy only when we are on a spiritual journey toward 
him. We must progress from our sin-limited consciousness about 
things toward Christ’s higher one. This progression is not auto-
matic for Christians and is much more contemplative than we 
might imagine. For many of us, the spiritual journey had a good 
start, but then stalled somewhere in “adolescence.” Whether we 
lack a spiritual life or it has stalled before hitting its stride, we 
shouldn’t be surprised to end up in a flatland.

If asked the way to life with God, Jesus would answer “follow me” 
every time. But this doesn’t come naturally because love isn’t natural 
to us in the way it is to God. The inward discovery of God’s love creates 
in us the readiness to willingly do what pleases him—something always 
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characterized by love. Experiencing and participating in God’s love 
is integral to the spiritual life and explains why we end up spiritually 
flat when our spiritual life is thin.

Could it be that for lack of understanding or to sidestep the 
challenges of following Jesus, we just haven’t given Christianity 
a proper test drive? And that because of this, we are perpetu-
ally deprived of the spiritual alertness that grace brings? As the 
English writer G. K. Chesterton wrote: “The Christian ideal has 
not been tried and found wanting. It has been found difficult and 
left untried.”

If this is true, the way forward from a spiritual flatland is not to 
find a Christianity that is more appealing or relevant, or a church 
system that “works” more effectively. No. Instead, we must engage 
in the humble task of truly learning how to live with God by devel-
oping skills for a real and consistent relationship with him. And, I 
assure you, this is possible for every believer. Spiritual practices 
can train our souls to engage consistently at a heart level with God 
and respond positively to what he says.

In what ways does the spiritual part of your life facilitate a true 
spiritual journey toward God, and in what ways could it be more 
effective?

In these first couple of chapters, we will tackle some beautifully 
rich and powerful, but often not straightforward, aspects of the 
spiritual life: venturing into mysteries of the human heart, knowing 
spiritually, the issue of grace versus law, and the place of love in life 
with God and becoming one with him (this idea alone is enough 
to challenge most of us). The temptation is to deal lightly here, but 
for me these difficult areas are important and foundational, and I 
want to give everyone a shot at some grasp of them. 

The Importance of a Spiritual Life



CHAPTER 1

Barefoot Revolution

Keep vigilant watch over your heart; 
that’s where life starts.

— P R O V E R B S  4 : 2 3  ( M S G )

The spiritual life has a necessary outward expression, but its 
engine room is inward, where hunger for God germinates. As Jack 
Hayford writes, “God welcomes those into his presence who want 
him. The quest may be one of desperation or delight, of frantic 
need or a loving hunger for fellowship, but the motivation is 
clear—and so is his pleasure with it.”2

The grace freeing us to step into the mystery of God’s deeper 
way of being and doing (which Jesus called God’s kingdom) 
originates with even just a mustard seed of insight into God or his 
love—in some way, we “see” it inwardly. This touches us deeply 
enough to rattle the cage of our will and, therefore, to respond 
with expressions of love for God. The significance of this inner 
work zooms into focus when we embrace the biblical fact: while 
our identity in Christ is as dearly loved children of God and saints, 
sinning comes naturally to us because of the Fall.3 The very bent 
of our being, our will, deviates from God’s will and, until grace 
reforms it, will draw us away from the presence of our Father.
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Life with God, then, demands understanding in the heart, 
where we know things spiritually, where love and truth register, 
desire is forged, choices are made, and freedom is found. However 
this happens—by pure mercy or with the assistance of suffering, 
for example, human consciousness must be transformed.

In Knowing Christ Today, Dallas Willard made an important 
distinction between knowledge, belief, commitment, and 
profession. To know something involves the truth and accuracy of 
representation. For example, because of what automobile mechanics 
and brain surgeons know, they don’t operate by guesswork but 
can consistently act in a certain way to effectively address a 
problem with a motor vehicle or a person’s brain. When we believe 
something, we are ready to act on it, but we can believe what is false. 
Commitment is simply choosing to do something, whether or not 
there is belief or knowledge. And we can profess things without a 
shred of commitment. But faith, Willard concluded, is commitment 
to action based on spiritual knowledge and not a leap in the dark.

Devoid of spiritual knowledge, we have a greater propensity 
to shirk God’s invitation to experience the deeper dimensions of 
reality experienced in his kingdom and presence. We are like the 
Beloved in Solomon’s poem, cowering away from God because 
insight has not yet obliterated the lies telling us our voice is not 
sweet and our face not lovely (Song 2:14). Or we are like the 
character in a play who, unaware of the larger plot in the story, 
responds to situations in self-limiting ways. The audience groans, 
but, of course, the scriptwriter has given them the advantage of 
some natural insight.

The mystical aspect of the spiritual life shouldn’t dissuade us 
from pursuing God because God is spirit and, like true happiness, 
enlightenment is always an inside job. Jesus taught that “the things 
that come out of a person’s mouth come from the heart” (Matt. 
15:18). His point: we live our lives from the inside out—from the 
heart. The inner world of the spiritual shapes the outer world of 
activity. The Bible, of course, embodies an Eastern worldview and 

The Importance of a Spiritual Life
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effortlessly embraces this sort of rich spirituality. In the West—either 
because we don’t understand it or lump all Eastern mysticism into 
the non-Christian “bad” basket—spirituality is mostly squeezed out 
and faith reduced to acquiring biblical information and declaring 
our belief in certain statements about God.

Is your current life of faith built upon an inward journey or just 
on outward activities?

Can We Know Things Spiritually?
Dallas Willard believed followers of Jesus today—along with 

everyone else—are in danger of rating knowledge in terms of 
mathematics and the sciences, and of concluding the central teach-
ings of the Christian religion are mere belief or commitment. If we 
think knowing spiritually is pie-in-the-sky, we won’t even try, and 
our spiritual life will atrophy. From the beginning, Christianity 
transformed the world because its core teachings were presented 
and accepted as knowledge about what is real and right.4

Spiritual knowledge didn’t disappear because it doesn’t exist 
anymore. Rather, human society in Europe squeezed it out in 
favor of modern knowledge represented by science. In fact, the 
historical causes of this “squeeze out” highlight the instability of 
the conclusion of modern Western society: that unlike our biblical 
heroes, you can’t know things spiritually about God and about 
what is real and right.

Consider the Story of Moses
Moses bolted into the wilderness of the Sinai Peninsula forty 

years before the burning bush encounter catapulted him into God’s 
mission. He hid there as a fugitive after slaying an Egyptian. He 
married, raised two sons in the desert near Mount Sinai, watch-
ing his father-in-law’s sheep. Egypt might as well have been in 
another universe when he came upon the bush that kept burning 
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as if fueled by an oil well but didn’t burn up. As he approached 
it curiously, God manifested himself to him, commanding him 
to remove his sandals. Moses humbly obeyed. Then God ordered 
him back to Egypt! Like a salmon swimming upstream against the 
current of his fears, Moses obeyed.

Moses responded this way because he had some knowledge 
or higher consciousness of God. God said to him, “Take off your 
sandals, for the place where you are standing is holy ground” (Ex. 
3:5). He removed his sandals, a mark in ancient times of respect 
and submission when visiting a host. In the host’s domain, a guest 
relinquished the right to define what and how things were done. 
This sort of abandonment to the will of God does not come naturally 
but only with inside knowledge of him and his love. Under the pow-
ers afforded my hosts, I have both feasted and fasted, enjoyed belly 
laughs and been bored, found freedom and felt handcuffed. There 
are hosts—and there are hosts!

Moses discerned the divine presence immediately and hid his 
face. God is his Host, and he is in God’s domain. Taking off his 
sandals symbolized a heart posture or attitude of surrender and 
readiness for God’s defining voice. Moses is clay for the Potter, 
his disposition thrusting him into his sacred destiny in the 
Creator’s hands, like visitors yielding themselves to the plans 
of their host. The Host is allowed to be host. God is allowed to 
be God. Moses was “barefoot”5—available and ready for God.

This attitude is like gold because it underpins the pulsing 
core of a vital spiritual life with God—discerning God’s voice 
and willingly doing what is appropriate in his presence. 
Moving beyond spiritual adolescence to this maturity 
doesn’t come naturally, but God won’t strong-arm us. Instead 
he graciously enlightens us, liberating us into “barefoot” 
territory as a primary requirement for ongoing relationship. 
This explains why an insecure, goat-herding fugitive walked 
defiantly back into Egypt to foment revolution for God against 
the most powerful leader of the time. It also lights a trail leading 

The Importance of a Spiritual Life
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beyond the spiritual flatland and proposes a cogent strategy for 
the church to incite a God-inspired revolution in the twenty-
first-century world.

God’s Presence is Not a Place
The significance of being “barefoot” emerges when we ask, 

“What does it mean to live in God’s presence?” Of course, God 
is already present with us—everywhere. But Moses realized that 
God was present because God spoke to him, and the condition of 
his heart allowed him to hear God. We experience being with God 
when we can relate to him appropriately by discerning his voice 
and obeying it. 

This is what Moses did consistently in the tabernacle during 
Israel’s desert pilgrimage, shaping what it meant that Israel’s 
temple was God’s dwelling place (Ex. 25:8). By the time the first 
permanent temple was built in Jerusalem by King Solomon 
around the middle of the tenth century bc Israel’s temple 
symbolized the residence of God at the center of national life.

Think about a town hall in the middle of a country town. The 
people of the town set their watches by the town hall clock and 
regularly check the bulletin board for activities. In a similar way, 
Israel was to calibrate life to the rhythm of God’s heart, to make 
him the reference point, priority, and passion—the “center.” All 
of the elements of life—marriage, children, work, relationships, 
possessions, time, and plans—were to be the subject of an ongoing 
conversation with God. As they included and were present with 
God by hearing his word and obeying it, they were in his presence, 
and this is the nucleus of Christian spirituality. We can be confident 
a Moses-like readiness for God is integral to finding God. Jesus 
taught, “seek and you will find” (Matt. 7:7).

Solomon’s temple was destroyed in 586 bc when Babylon 
plundered and destroyed Jerusalem. Ezekiel had prophesied this 
from exile in Babylon. Despite being far from the temple itself, he 
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also experienced God in Babylon as a glorious living being (see 
Ezek. 1:4–28).This helped him realize that living in God’s presence 
is not about a place, but about how we relate to God. By the rivers 
of Babylon, Israel lamented its separation from God’s presence, but 
Ezekiel called the people to fulfill in their hearts what the physical 
temple symbolized, and to include God in the equation of their 
everyday lives. This was the way out of their spiritual flatland even in 
the midst of physical exile! A 1970s pop classic, “Rivers of Babylon,” 
borrowed from Psalms 137 and 19, capturing Ezekiel’s gist:

By the rivers of Babylon we sat and wept when we remembered 
Zion . . . for there our captors asked us for songs . . . How can we 
sing the songs of the Lord while in a foreign land? (Ps. 137:1–4)

May these words of my mouth and this meditation of my heart be 
pleasing in your sight, Lord, my Rock and my Redeemer. (Ps. 19:14)

Back at the burning bush, relating to God for Moses meant 
being “barefoot”—stripped of delusions about his self-sufficiency 
and being ready to let God speak into all of life. We must do the 
same. Oswald Chambers said, “. . . everything that surrounds the 
ready soul is ablaze with the presence of God.”6 The moment our 
inclination or inner choice makes us ready for God, he is there! This 
is true of corporate worship times or sitting alone on the porch. He 
is always there, but now he is there to you. Your heart is home—at 
rest, secure, accepted, and soothed by healing words of love; free, 
called to change and be more alive. Appreciation for this sort of 
daily encounter with God seems to have been lost amidst the flat-
land of our spiritual lives. Instead, we might be seeking a miracle, 
like surfers after the perfect wave, but this is not enough for a vital 
spiritual life.

Historically, Israel refused to be ready for intimacy with God, 
and the result was spiritual exile. An impoverished spiritual life 
will rob believers of a hunger for God and lob them smack dab in 
the middle of a spiritual flatland, removed from his presence.

The Importance of a Spiritual Life
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A Dangerous Assumption
If God manifested himself stunningly in burning-bush fashion, 

would we discern him speaking or call the fire department? Would 
we obey? Do we discern God speaking to us through our Bibles 
and then do what it says? These are not givens at all—they don’t 
come naturally, even to God’s loved children, because of our 
struggle against sin.

To hear or see in the full biblical sense means more than 
receiving an audible or visual message. It requires us to understand 
or gain insight with our hearts. Christian theology embraces the 
idea of prevenient grace, that is, any advances we make toward 
God are possible only because God has first made loving, desire-
sparking advances toward us that we can discern.

When my wife, Rebecca, or I call out the name of our daughter 
Eliza across her school playground, she runs to hug us with 
delight. Others could call her name without this response, but 
our voices connect with something she knows in her heart. In 
other words, she perceives with her heart. On the other hand, if 
it isn’t in Eliza’s heart to do something we ask, she might ignore 
us, not “hear” us.

A simple word study of the key verbs used in the Bible for 
“hearing” and “seeing” supports the importance of the heart in 
receiving revelation from God. The verbs for hearing (shama in 
Hebrew and akouo in Greek) can also mean: to gain knowledge, 
learn, understand, hear and approve, or hear and obey. So 
when Genesis 22:18 says that all nations will be blessed because 
Abraham obeyed God’s voice, this means he heard in a way 
that caused him also to obey. Similarly, at the Transfiguration, 
when God exhorted Peter, James, and John to listen to Jesus 
(see Matt. 17:5), he meant for them to follow Jesus, not just 
to receive information audibly. This applies whether we are 
simply reading the Bible or discerning God’s voice by more 
“charismatic” means.
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In the same way, verbs used for seeing include the broader idea of 
discovery, revelation, or spiritual vision. For example, those who are 
spiritually dull or unresponsive look but don’t “see”—they don’t have 
insight or “get it” (see Acts 28:26). The multitudes following Jesus 
heard his audible words, and many saw him perform miracles from 
front-row seats, but they didn’t end up loving him or giving their 
allegiance to him because they didn’t hear or see him in a full sense.

Maria’s Story
Maria experienced the presence of God on a retreat when she 

was thirty. Up to then, prayer had been about requesting and 
looking for God’s reply in external results—such as passing exams. 
Hungry for God, Maria found her spiritual life deepened. Her 
prayer life became about waiting, listening, seeing, feeling, and 
talking to God. She describes it as fluid and constant.

After having children, Maria and her youngest son walked 
into one of our Sunday services. She says, “We were the walking 
wounded, reeling from the ending of my thirty-year marriage.” 
And the engine room of her recovery was that she had learned 
how to be aware of God’s presence, allowing God to impress his 
healing love upon her fractured soul like sacred ointment.

Two years later, Maria was diagnosed with coeliac disease 
and bowel cancer. She says, “The first thing I saw after surgery to 
remove the cancer was Zephaniah 3:14–15, 17”—a call to rejoice 
because God has turned back your enemy and can save. By “saw” 
she meant that she hadn’t just read but experienced the truth 
expressed in Zephaniah about God’s desire and capacity to help his 
people, resulting in hope. As I write, nine years have passed since 
Maria was diagnosed with cancer. She is free of the disease and has 
a deep desire that others also experience the Person of Jesus and 
his healing presence.

The Importance of a Spiritual Life
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“Soft Eyes”
Moses could discern God through a bush on fire and obey 

because his heart was made ready. He had what writer Parker 
Palmer calls “soft eyes,” which are “open and receptive, able to 
take in the greatness of the world and the grace of great things,” or 
sacred reality.7 The Japanese self-defense art of aikido teaches the 
practice of “soft eyes” to rise above the defensive reflex of narrow-
ing our eyes, which exacerbates the fight-or-flight response when 
we are threatened or surprised. Palmer uses this image to describe 
those who are able, when challenged by something new or beyond 
them, to widen their field of vision to take in more of the world 
rather than narrow their eyes in fear and cling to an old idea or a 
safe, self-preserving reality. With eyes wide open in wonder and 
belief, we can respond more positively by thinking a new thought 
or embracing a new truth rather than reacting in fear.

The flight from Egypt and forty years in the wilderness stretched 
Moses and formed him spiritually through the influence of Jethro, 
his wise and godly father-in-law.8 This preparation for commu-
nion with God gave him “soft eyes.” He still had weaknesses, but 
his discovery of God primed him for a greater level of obedience 
to God’s will.

It’s only when God’s nature is formed in us that we don’t question 
him when he speaks. We understand what God means when he 
speaks; what he says matters to us. Otherwise, we have no ear 
for anything but ourselves and what we want. Selfish people, for 
example, are deaf to the call to help others because the call doesn’t 
connect with very much in their hearts—it’s of a different nature. 
Love is a heart response from that part of us in which God’s nature 
has taken shape. Knowing God’s love frees us to love. Do you run 
lightly and freely into what pleases God, or does it feel more like 
trudging uphill while pushing a wheelbarrow?

In the mysterious grace of the spiritual life, we let God love 
us, and as the Holy Spirit reconfigures our hearts, the call to love 
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becomes meaningful and life-giving. This was the story of Moses, 
and when a critical mass of Jesus-followers emulates him, the 
result is “a barefoot revolution.”

How many of us are struggling to find a revolutionary edge 
because we have lived a superficial spiritual life?

Recovering the Use of Our Hearts
If readiness for God—that is, a willingness to hear and respond 

to God—requires a vibrant spiritual life, we face a problem today: 
as materialism has grabbed the Western world by the throat over the 
past decades, we have neglected our souls and lost the ancient art of 
listening for God’s voice. Soul and spirit have been jettisoned in a 
hunt for happiness through shallow physical satisfactions. Until 
wealthy and successful idols of the materialism project became 
unhappy with their prosperity, we struggled to link our pain with 
our inner world. In this scenario:

We might be forgiven for thinking that after all man is not made 
of soul and body, but of animal and machinery; that he does not 
need love, or beauty, or poetry, or art, or peace of mind; certainly 
he does not need to adore. All that he needs is material bread, 
sexual intercourse, oiling from time to time, and a tightening up 
of the screws that are so conspicuously loose.9

To follow Jesus into the deep, divine rhythms of God’s 
kingdom, we need help in the broad areas of theology, training, 
and heart. Theology highlights the value of our intellect in the 
spiritual journey, helping us into the scope of heavenly thinking. 
Jesus theologized with Nicodemus, the Jewish religious leader, 
to introduce the idea of being spiritually “born again” into his 
mental framework (see John 3:1–21). Otherwise, Nicodemus 
would have languished on the sidelines of the kingdom due 
to ignorance about the need to pursue inward regeneration by 

The Importance of a Spiritual Life
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the Holy Spirit. If, in our thinking, we attribute importance to 
performing in order to be loved, we’ll try to do it and probably 
miss the mark altogether. If we don’t understand that following 
Jesus involves sacrifice, we won’t get very far before following 
him feels like a river too wide.

Smart, intellectual insight into Scripture, however, is never as 
powerful as even unvarnished truth creeping subversively into 
our souls. This is because studying the Bible per se will never save 
us. Study can be transforming, but only as it provides opportunity 
for the Spirit to reveal the thoughts or mind of Christ to us (see 
1 Cor. 1:6–16).

Training equips us with skills for a spiritual life and for joining 
God in his work in the world. For example, we might believe God 
speaks through the Bible, but barely extract a few measly drops of 
living water because we don’t know how to meditate. In the same 
way, without training, it’s no surprise if we lack the confidence to 
pray for others or to witness to our neighbors.

Heart is about desire, hunger, a “barefoot” attitude. Do we have 
the inner conviction to apply our thinking or theology to our 
everyday life? Are we hungry enough to pursue God, to sharpen 
our skill set for a deeper spiritual life, or to fight to recover the use 
of a listening heart to hear God?

A Case for Mysticism
Properly used, the word “mystical” simply means the inward 

exercise of our souls toward God’s love and the resulting outward 
expression of that love. True religion is always mystical because it 
gives us some conscious experience of union with God. For the 
saints and mystics,10 Christian faith is a quest for the soul to be 
changed and made fit for intimate communion or oneness with 
God. Their goal: to be one in heart and mind with God. Jesus 
alluded to this quest when he prayed for us to be “in” the Father 
and the Son (see John 17:21).
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Mysticism is essential because we must love God with our 
entire being, but this can’t be achieved simply by knowing 
doctrines about God or imitating Christian practices. These 
things only symbolize spiritual experience. Unless we personally 
receive revelation by the Holy Spirit, we don’t know what our 
doctrines and practices mean, so they can’t lead us into what is 
real about God. They are no more transforming than meaningless 
repetitions from the unintelligent memory of a parrot. Reflect 
for example, on whether the Cross is merely a doctrine for you, 
or does it impact you with the liberating force of Spirit-revealed 
truth? For Christianity to meet the spiritual needs of our time, it 
will have to recover the fullness of biblical spirituality and exist 
in a form that is interior, spiritual, and mystical.

The Protestant merchant class that developed after the Industrial 
Revolution learned, in the hustle of business, to trust no one and 
get everything on paper—including their religion. They stopped 
embracing mystery and depending on the unseen action of God, as 
was necessary for an agrarian society depending on the seasons for 
crops. The Bible, rather than God, became the center of Protestant 
worship. Calvin’s doctrines of predestination and irresistible grace 
appealed as ways of making their salvation a foregone conclusion. 
Instead of certainty, however, the Calvinist work ethic quickly 
developed to prove their salvation just in case their doctrines on 
paper weren’t true!

Western evangelicals have elevated “purpose” beyond its good 
but lower-order station. In the Westminster Catechism, the chief 
end of man is to glorify God and to enjoy him forever. We proudly 
interpret this as our being of use to God, and we struggle with 
the “enjoy God” part. What we do for God can become serious 
business, not because we have discovered God’s love, but because 
this is all that remains in the absence of mystical experience of 
it. But once we experience union with God (finding meaning and 
his love), we are freed from purpose to playfulness, expressed as 
sharing in the joy and beauty of God.

The Importance of a Spiritual Life
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We serve God’s purpose, but our service is “play” rather than 
a strict regimen qualifying us for his approval. It is entering 
God’s story, not slavishly adhering to propositions about it. 
And the difference involves higher levels of consciousness 
that take us beyond the spiritual flatland. We are freed from 
fearful or prideful religious scheming and “have to” activities, 
to dally each day in spontaneous response to God’s will for 
the moment. We are like the birds of the air and the lilies of 
the field, without worry and unsanctified responsibility for 
our future (see Matt. 6:25–34). Feeding the poor, worshiping 
God, and loving one another become joyful and beautiful in 
a way that refreshes and vitalizes our soul. This is because we 
“get to” share in the joy of God and his power to love, heal, 
restore, and create. Jesus calls his followers to this joy (John 
15:9–11), and to the revolutionary force of such “playfulness,” 
both to enliven our souls and to bless the world with restoration.

Does purpose or play best describe your life of faith? What does 
this mean for your on-going journey toward God?

The Coming of the Kingdom
Some Jews wanted the Messiah to be a military leader like King 

David, leading them to crush the Romans. Instead, Jesus ravished 
the hearts of hurt and guilty people with God’s goodness as Isaiah 
had seen it seven hundred years earlier (see Isa. 61 and 42:1–4). 
The ministry and Cross of Christ was a cosmic assault of justice, 
mercy, love, and grace on the earth by the power of the Spirit—a 
messianic type of Jubilee year recalibrating back to the way it was 
before the human soul was plundered by sinful interactions. God 
was restoring his world for his glory.

This was no isolated campaign of blessing but part of the 
trajectory of God’s cosmic story. The life we see in Eden, inspired 
by God for humans to live fully as his children and for his glory, 
had been spoiled by sin. Weeping over the ravages of slavery, 
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broken relationships, betrayal, lust, and pride, he was acting 
in Christ to restore life as he had created it. The Lion of Judah 
roared mightily with expressions of love in the face of evil: sins 
were forgiven; people found their true identity as loved children 
of God; poor, sick, and brokenhearted people were restored; 
those suffering condemnation found acceptance; crying turned 
to joyful dancing. Blind Bartimaeus stepped into its healing light 
when he cried out to Jesus as he left Jericho for Jerusalem to face 
the Cross: “Son of David, have mercy on me!” (Mk. 10:47). Full of 
compassion and power, Jesus healed him. And then the Cross—a 
sublime expression of powerful mercy and love dealing with sin 
and death—sent ripples through the cosmos.

This tsunami of mercy is not an obscure idea, but a central 
theme in Old Testament prophecy concerning the last days.11 
Around 600 bc, Ezekiel prophesied a miraculous river of mercy 
flowing from underneath the temple and restoring the creation 
(see Ezek. 47:1–12). Its miraculous waters turned the Dead Sea’s 
stagnant, salty wastewater fresh, and swarms of living creatures 
appeared. The banks of the river nurtured never-failing fruit 
trees, and their leaves provided healing. Like an animator add-
ing color and movement to a lifeless scene, the waters from the 
temple transformed the desert into a perpetual oasis that was 
fruitful and teeming with life. The Creator was unleashing the 
full orb of his life-force, his very Spirit, to bless the world by 
restoring it.

Daniel had a vision of the Christ subverting the doomed value 
systems, cultures, and kingdoms of this world (see Dan. 2:44–45). 
With Christ’s resurrection, God would inaugurate a new age in 
which God’s kingdom of truth, healing, restoration, and grace 
would break into our “now.” Restoration is part of the story until 
Jesus returns—when “the old order of things has passed away” and 
there is no more death, crying, and pain (see Rev. 21:4) because 
“the kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord 
and of his Messiah” (Rev. 11:15).

The Importance of a Spiritual Life
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When God called Abram he promised to bless him or to bring 
him happiness and wellbeing, and to bless all peoples on earth 
through him (see Gen. 12:1–3). In the same way, we receive 
blessing from God, and as a worshipful response, we are called to 
partner with the Holy Spirit to bless our world. We are drawn into 
this end times Jubilee through a vital spiritual life, rendering us 
barefoot before God—with souls alive and ready to hear and obey, 
kneeling down, ready to receive blessing and to bless our world.

When Jesus quoted Isaiah 61 in the synagogue in Nazareth with 
the understanding his ministry would fulfill this prophecy he also 
said, “Today this scripture is fulfilled in your hearing” (Lk. 4:18–21). 
The kingdom had come but not fully as yet, so it makes sense that 
Jesus was saying the prophecy would be fulfilled throughout the time 
of the church on earth—through our lives.12 On the day of Pentecost 
after the ascension of Jesus, the Holy Spirit came to empower his 
followers, writing another chapter of the same story of blessing (see 
Acts 2:16–21). As active participants in chapters yet to be written, 
our lives are meant to be anything but spiritually flat!

Something Must Shift Inside Us
Now let me save you some hard yards. Simply striving to be 

more “barefoot” or to claw our way beyond spiritual adolescence 
and flatness won’t work. It’s not a matter of willpower or self-
motivation. Instead, something must shift inside us—self must 
be subverted to make way for the kingdom. We must be able to 
proclaim our readiness for God like the psalmist: “I run in the path 
of your commands, for you have broadened my understanding” 
(Ps. 119:32). It won’t fall like manna from the sky but requires, 
amidst the mechanics of soul and spirit, that God’s Spirit plant 
within us the sacred seed of the knowledge of his love. We must 
return to a truly biblical spiritual life—to things that may defy 
rationality and challenge our ideas about what is important but 
are essential for true knowledge of God.
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Because God is love, to say we want to find God’s life is to say 
we want to find a life catalyzed and defined by love. This doesn’t 
come easily to us in the receiving or the giving away, but both 
are essential.

For Discussion
1. Discuss the concept of a “spiritual flatland.” In view of this, 

how would you describe your own life with God?
2. What is meant by “a spiritual life,” and why do you think it is 

important for finding God? In what way is the journey toward 
God necessarily inward and mystical in nature?

3. Explain your view about whether we can know God or his love 
spiritually. What are the implications of your view for your 
own spiritual expectations and journey?

4. What does it mean to be “barefoot” as described in the story 
of Moses, and why is it important? How is this heart-attitude 
formed in us, and to what extent do you think it is formed in 
you?

5. Biblically, what does it mean to hear or see, and how effectively 
do you think you can do it? Explain.

6. Do you think it is true that we tend to neglect our souls and 
have lost the art of hearing God? Explain the balance of 
theology, training, and heart in your own spiritual life.

7. Describe God’s cosmic story and the difference between 
purpose and playfulness for our active participation in what 
God is doing in the world. How does it become “play”?
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